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Plan for Today

1. What is Predictive Processing (PP)?

2. Why is PP a good framework for language processing?
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Two Views on Perception
Descartes

Helmholz

Couch Potato

Controlled Hallucination

Perception is passive and primarily

Perception is our hypotheses about

stimulus-driven

the world, the percept is constructed
using acquired knowledge

Bottom-up

Not entirely top-down
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What is Predictive Processing
Perception is an active process involving
predicting and presenting the sensory
signal by constructing it using stored
knowledge in a specific way

2 key elements:
1. Hierarchical generative models

* Clark, A. & Wilkinson, S. (2018). Advanced Topics in Mind,
Language, and Embodied Cognition 2018: Lecture 6.

2. Predictive coding strategy (PC)
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Generative Models
Generative models generate phenomenon and the
underlying causes of events (right outcomes + right causality)
Example: Dennett’s stratigraphy drawing tool
SLICE — user interface equipped with 'virtual' knobs
controlling the unfolding of a (representation of a) basic
geological process. Recreating layers rather than
memorizing
AUTOSLICE — automatized version of SLICE; doing
generative modelling
1.

* Adapted from Clark, A. & Wilkinson, S. (2018).
Advanced Topics in Mind, Language, and Embodied
Cognition 2018: Lecture 6.
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Hierarchical Generative Models
Percept is distributed across levels of the
hierarchy

CONSCIOUS
PERCEPTION

Each processing stage is only affected by
the adjacent levels
What is perceived is the overall
“winning” hypothesis associated with
the highest probability on each level
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Empirical Bayes
Want to predict the environment based on previous knowledge
Need a way to encode the knowledge, combine information to make predictions and
update the system
Popular solution: Empirical Bayes
Predictions are based on probabilities of events
Computing posterior probability by combining prior and likelihood
Calculations are informed by the previous data (hence, “empirical”)
The generative model emerges from the data, and so do the update rules which come to
approximate Bayesian inference
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Predictive Coding
Originally, a data compression strategy
To get to Frame 2 from Frame 1 you only need to factor in the
mismatch between them
In PP, the mismatch is between prediction and the actual state of
affairs; called residual error
Goal - minimize (long-term) prediction error
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Minimizing Prediction Error
Downward flow = precision-weighted
predictions
Forward flow = residual error presence
Minimal signal, but very informative
Prediction error minimization can be
achieved either by changing predictions
or changing the “reality” (action)
The process of prediction error
minimization progressively updates
predictions until the system arrives at a
stable hypothesis
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Precision Estimation
Example: “If we have a foggy day, we don’t want to
visual information to be given as much weight as
when it is clear weather. On the other hand, more
weight should be given when we visually attend
to the fine detail of an image” (Clark & Wilkinson,
2018).
Precision estimations form a crucial but vulnerable
part of the machinery:
Too much precision = can’t detect patterns
Too little precision = hallucinate patterns

Norstein, Y. (Director), & Kozlov, S. (Writer).
(1975). Hedgehog in the Fog [Animated Motion Picture].
USSR: Soyuzmultfilm.
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PP is Everywhere
Body Awareness

Emotion

(Palmer et al. 2015)

(Miller & Clark, 2018; Seth, 2013)

Language (?)

Vision
(Hohwy et al. 2008…)

Predictive Processing
(Clark, 2013; Hohwy, 2013; Friston, 2005; Rao & Ballard,
1999)

Computational Psychiatry
(Adams et al., 2013; Van de Cruys et al. 2014;
Fletcher & Frith, 2009; Horga et al., 2014;
Lawson et al. 2014; Pellicano & Burr, 2012;
Stephan et al., 2016)
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The Now-or-Never (NoN) Bottleneck*
Input that needs to be
processed

Perceptuo-motor and memory
limitations

* Christiansen, M. & Chater, N. 2016a. The Now-or-Never bottleneck: A fundamental constraint on language. Behavioral and Brain Sciences 39.
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Hierarchical “Representations”
The idea of hierarchical models under such constrains seem particularly fitting
If we compress individual signals into higher-order “meaningful” chunks, that would simplify
both encoding and recall of information
Example (Ericcson et al., 1980):
Repeated chunking of digit sequences significantly improves accurate recall (79 digits
vs. 4–7 digits)
Interestingly, chunking was performed in groups of 3–4 units at each level — “the
natural chunk size in human memory” (Christiansen and Chater 2016a: 3; Cowan
2000; Cowan 2010).
=> Ability to encode input into successive levels of representations is a good strategy for
processing large amounts of information under the NoN constraint
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What about language?
Can’t wait until the end of the sentence
to start processing
Need structural hierarchy that
distinguishes some small linguistic
chunks in the stream of information
“The multiple levels of linguistic
representation, typically assumed in the
language sciences, are a necessary
byproduct of the Now-or-Never
bottleneck” (C&C, 2016a)

Figure 2. Chunk-and-Pass Processing. Reprinted from The Now-or-Never
bottleneck: A fundamental constraint on languag, by Christiansen, M. & Chater, N.
2016. Behavioral and Brain Sciences, 39.
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Chunk-and-Pass (CP)*
Incoming information is chunked, compressed, integrated with context and passed up as
chunks to the next level of linguistic representation ASAP
Rich detail of the original input can no longer be recovered from the chunks
To bootstrap the process, the Chunk-and-Pass processing account makes use of predictions
Predictions for higher-level representations may occasionally run ahead of the lower-level
ones resulting in top-down influences

* Christiansen, M. & Chater, N. 2016a. The Now-or-Never bottleneck: A fundamental constraint on language. Behavioral and Brain Sciences 39.
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Assumptions
Christiansen & Chater (2016a)
Bottom-up incrementality

Lossy compression of input

Sofiia
→

→

No need for a temporal processing pattern
that aligns with the order of availability of
perceptual input

Non-whole-part relationship among the levels
of representations is enough
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Context as Constraint
In CP, context and context-based expectations act as heuristics for the generally incremental
process. These tools guide the interpretation of the input but ultimately present a
unidirectional aid
Problem:

No good way of correcting the error unless the context corresponds to the
currently processed chunk

Question:

How to break from the context when the input does not meet the
expectations?

Solution(?):

The “right context effects” are local (C&C, 2016a)

Question:

Is context-locality a good solution?
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Consider the Garden Path Effect
The horse raced past the barn fell
(Bever, 1970)
Most modern explanations require recovery of the intended interpretation after performing
the chunking and resolving the ambiguity (incorrectly)
This is hardly a local fix!
Attempts at saving CP:
1. Principle of least commitment (Marr, 1976)
Counter-evidence: Filik & Sanford, 2008
Slattery et al., 2013
2. Allowing for check-back
Q: How to recognize the cases of contextually
plausible neighbours early enough?
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Moses Illusion
How many of each type of animal did Moses take on the ark?
(Erickson & Mattson, 1981)
Given incrementality, the meaning of the semantically erroneous word is not processed
correctly only if:
1. Processing happens in the presence of some strong contextpriming effects, potentially even within the sentence (No priming
context)
2. Construction of representation is delayed until the end of the
sentence (Discussed above)
3. If the individual processes the sentence with the name as an
empty, unidentified placeholder (No justification in most cases)
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Good Enough Processing
Q: Why are some mistakes systematically ignored?
A: The representations are not perfect, just need to be good enough to do the task

Cognitive equilibrium (Karimi & Ferreira, 2016):
1. The cognitive system attempts to maximize equilibrium at the
earliest opportunity
2. Once at equilibrium, the language processing system prefers to stay
in that state as long as possible and as long as there is no strong
reason for abandoning that state
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Language Processing Requirements
Looking for is the processing framework that would

1. allow for rapid, efficient processing of linguistic information and context-integration
2. support multilevel hierarchical linguistic representations
3. support construction of higher-level representations with incomplete lower-level representations
4. allow bidirectionality of the interaction between the levels of representation
5. make use of predictions in way that sidesteps strict incrementality
6. accommodate both non-local error correction and early commitment to higher-level representations
7. ideally, be integrated with the rest of the cognitive machinery
8. account for “deliberate” error-ignorance and potential good-enough processing
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PP to the Rescue
1. — Approximating Bayesian inference through minimizing prediction error is an efficient way of processing
information (Williams, 2018)
2. — Hierarchical organization of perceptual input is a necessary requirement
3. — PP does not require complete information about the lower-level input in order for perception “to work”
4. — Prediction error minimization process is inherently bidirectional
5. — It is possible for the higher-levels to settle into states that constrain lower-level activities, sidestepping
strict incrementality
6. — PP accommodates non-local error-correction while allowing for early commitment to higher-level
representations
7. — Language processing is not only integrated, but uses exactly the same functional principles as the rest
of cognitive machinery
8. — PP is action-oriented and directly supports good-enough processing
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Observation
Language is continuous with ordinary visual (and) auditory
processing
Getting to “sounds” or “letters” is medium-specific, but once the
input is recognized as linguistic, the same higher-level
representations are engaged

Recognition of a written letter as a letter and an oak table as a table may operate according to
similar mechanisms
If visual processing is predictive, then what we see is an interpretation of visual inputs
produced by the brain, much like in the interpretation process we call language comprehension
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Accommodating Various Effects
Precision-estimation-related suppression and amplification of predictions/error signal
explains a wide variety of effects (both linguistic and non-linguistic):

Moses Illusion (Barton & Sanford,1993; Erickson & Mattson, 1981)
top-down expectations constrain the processing of parts, and Moses is treated as
noise relative to the semantics of the sentence
Hollow Mask illusion (Gregory, 1997; Papathomas, 2017)
occurs due to the influence of top-down expectations developed through constant
repeated observation of convex faces
McGurk effect (McGurk & MacDonald, 1976)
arises due to early multisensory integration and the attempt of the system to
accommodate conflicting sensory information… (A study opportunity?)
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PP is Not Falsifiable?
Worry (Colombo & Hartmann, 2015): Predictive
processing is not falsifiable
Response (Wiese, 2018): What matters is whether
a theory may be modified to provide a higher degree
of falsifiability “enabl[ing] progressive research
programs”
Many PP-based accounts of particular phenomena
allow the derivation of falsifiable predictions
Sofiia: Need a cohesive unified implementation accommodating many distinct phenomena
falling into the PP domain, including language processing
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Linguistic Modularity
Question: Is the existing evidence for the non-modularity of language processing is really
good enough?
“Classic findings point to breakdown within the language domain, including grammatical
processing in Broca’s area, and comprehension and word-finding in Wernicke’s area”
(Elsabbagh, Karmiloff-Smith 2006)
Counter-evidence:
1. Localized brain damage does not produce selective deficits (Dronkers, 2000;
Goodglass, 1993)
2. Areas previously thought to be domain-specific are involved in some non-linguistic
processes (Heiser et al., 2003)
3. Modular analysis is in principle non-scientific; it lends itself quite naturally to almost
infinite subdivision (Sperber, 2002)
4. Some localization may emergence as a natural consequence of the developmental
processes and self-organization for efficiency (Friston, 2002)
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A Couple of Future Research Ideas
1. Formalize a predictive language processing account and test it against other competitors
2. Applications of PP as an account of both impaired or abnormal processing and of individual
differences started to emerge in psychiatry. A similar approach may be used to explain the
occurrence of linguistic impairments, such as language processing disorder or dyslexia, in
terms of differing balances of precision-weighted prediction error minimization
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Thank you!
Suggested Readings on Predictive Processing:
https://tinyurl.com/y9tbqqtv

References for This Talk:
https://tinyurl.com/yyjqfem8

Questions & Feedback:
sofiia.rappe@alum.utoronto.ca
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